
While the trajectory of daily new diagnoses has been on the decrease for the past 
few days, the tone of social conversations has grown in sadness. Over 45% of 
tweets were sad in tone over the weekend, up 23 points from when tracking 
began in mid-March. With nearly 250,000 deaths worldwide and nearly 70,000 in 
the U.S. due to COVID-19, people continue to be shaken by the deaths of 
individuals close to them or in broader culture.  

In the midst of this pandemic, people are looking for a bit of humor and levity. 
47% of people are seeking more funny content on social media (see Chart of the 
Day). Where humor is authentic to the brand, brands have shown that they can be 
successful by continuing to highlight their fun and accessible brand 
personalities as part of their social strategy (see Spotlight On). In crises like this 
one, brands need to continue to find ways to connect with people that are 
authentic to who they are.

Data: BrandWatch, 5/3 , US only.  
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• Struggling with sales, travel brands try to 
excite online (5/4/20) Adage  

• In a tough month, this Instagram-friendly 
cereal startup eats cake (5/4/20) Wired  

• Hilton revealed the sad way we'll choose 
hotels in the future (5/2/20) Inc.com  

• How coronavirus is advancing luxury 
brands’ sustainability plans (5/4/20) Glossy  

• The publisher dilemma: Coronavirus drives 
clicks, not revenue (5/4/20) Digiday  

• For Disney, a stricken empire 
(5/4/20) NYTimes  

• J. Crew files for bankruptcy as pandemic 
crushes struggling sales (5/4/20) Fortune  

• Reebok launches #ReebokLove program 
enabling communities to send sneakers to 
COVID-19 first responders and essential 
workers (5/2/20) SGB Online  

• Jay Leno and Martha Stewart showcased 
their Benzes online at the first-ever 
‘Concours de Zoom’ exhibition 
(5/1/20) Robb Report  

• Luxury brands, get ready: Changing 
consumer priorities will result In a trend 
toward the new luxury of wellbeing after 
coronavirus (5/3/20) Forbes  

• Starbucks to rev up marketing as US stores 
gradually reopen (5/1/20) Marketing Dive 

Marketing/Media News

As of 5/4/20, 12:32pm , Source: Johns Hopkins

NUMBER OF COVID-19 
CASES IN THE U.S.

1,166,083  

25,257 
NUMBER OF DAILY NEW 
DIAGNOSES IN THE U.S.

Source: Analysis based on Johns Hopkins data
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Consumer Discussions

DECREASING 
TRAJECTORY OF NEW DIAGNOSES

Date: April 2020 Source: Warc 

Preference for Funny v. Serious Content on Social 
Media during COVID-19 

8%    
More Serious

47%    
More Funny45%    
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• Masks become a flash point in the virus 
culture wars (5/3/20) NYTimes  

• The bridge to the post-pandemic world is 
collapsing (5/4/20) The Atlantic  

• Which city economies did COVID-19 
damage first (4/29/20) Brookings  

• We’re not all going to get COVID-19, but 
we’re all going to pay for it (5/4/20) Forbes  

Economic News

Data: BrandWatch, 5/3 , US only. 

Brands like Denny’s, Moonpie, and NJGov are 
maintaining their fun and humorous brand 
personalities on Twitter during the coronavirus 
pandemic. While some took a pause  to 
reevaluate their social strategies in the face of 
widespread crisis and tragedy, others knew 
right away that they had to continue bringing 
much-needed humor. Here are examples of 
what these brands have been doing:  

• Denny’s took a small hiatus, returning with 
a heartfelt statement from its CEO, 
followed by offering fun content like 
backgrounds for people to use on video 
calls and allowing people to get their 
hands on a Denny’s franchise in the game 
Animal Crossing.  

• Moonpie took a short hiatus 
and then posted video 
backgrounds, Moonpie recipes, and posts 
comparing Moonpies to babies.  

• @NJGov, New Jersey’s official account also 
joined in on the fun. Although it is used to 
share serious information about the 
pandemic, it has done so in a fun and 
accessible way. For example, it has 
recommended people keep “1.05 
Bon Jovis of space between yourself and 
others” and reminded people that it’s “stay 
home o’clock.”  

Source: Adweek (5/1/20) 

Spotlight on:  Maintaining 
authenticity during the coronavirus 

• Run 100 miles, 100 times, in 100 weeks. 
Now in a Brooklyn apartment. 
(5/4/20) NYTimes  

• Does it matter that the DOD Released 
those UFO videos? (4/28/20) Wired  

• The murder hornet is the 2020 B-plot you 
probably didn’t see coming     
(5/3/20) The Verge 

For your mental health
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Emotional Response to COVID-19

Emotions 
5/3/20

April 8, 2020, 12:34PM
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